leva sequential range
These new products have been designed to compliment the Leva range for use in ensuites in
the health and aged care markets. Offering user benefits over traditional single lever mixer
type tapware in terms of ease of use, there are also benefits to your facility in the potential
for energy savings and a reduced risk of legionella.
With consultation and feedback from the market
Enware has designed our latest range of tapware
to be easy to maintain and clean with a modern
design. Suitable for all showers and most basin
types (with the addition of a suitable spout or
shower outlet also available separately from
Enware).
The Sequential ceramic disc cartridge moves
progressively from “off” to “full cold” to “mixed”
to “full warm” all in a single anti-clockwise
rotation without the need to lift, offering much
easier control than traditional mixers for users
with arthritic or mobility conditions.

As the tap does not draw any hot/warm water
until the handle is moved to the mixed position,
energy can be saved and potentially reduces risk of
legionella by not drawing small amounts of warm/
hot water into the pipework.
Installation is simple and unlike other single lever
mixers some adjustability is offered with up to up to
25mm of depth variability. Spare parts are available
and both products come with a 5 year warranty.

features
Robust construction for
superior performance
Ergonomic sleek design
Seamless single lever
progressive mixing “Click”
at off, Cold & Mixed
positions
Colour Indicators for Hot/
Warm, Cold and Off

Adjustable wall flange with
o-ring seal, compact design
- 50mm in-wall depth
Potential for energy savings
and a reduced risk of
legionellla
5 Year Commercial
Warranty

options
Enware range of showers, spouts and grab rails

applications
Hospital en-suites
Ambulant toilets
Residential aged care
Nursing Homes

Independent living units
Retirement Villages
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